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'Farmville Alumna
Expresses Views
On Show Conduct

The Rotunda

Z—773
VOLUME XVIII

FARMVILLE, VIRGINIA, WEDNESDAY. NOV. 2, 19.58

Four S.T.C. Students S. /. P. A. Meeting To Be
At Washington and Lee
Attend Convention
t
Meeting Is Held
v
|)p| <rates
In Fredericksburg
"CICgdICS
rour

Last Week-end
Kaki Pecry, assistant business
manager
of
'The
Virginia":
LeNoir Hubbard. Pattie Bounds
and Florence Bress, editor, news
editor, and business manager of
"The Rotunda" and Jane Rosenberger and Betty Sue Cummings
of "The Colonade" staff attended
the annual convention of the
Virginia
Intercollegiate
Press
Convention which was held at
Mary Washington
College
in
Fredericksburg on October
28
and 29.
Miss Jane Sinclair, editor of the
1938 "Battlefield", the yearbook
of Mary Washington College, as
president of the association called the meeting to order. Mr.
Harold Weiss of the M. W. C.
faculty gave the welcoming address after
which
discussion
groups were held.
Miss Daphne Dailey. Editor of
'The Caroline Progress". Bowling
Oreen. was chairman
of
the
Round Table discussions for the
school newspapers. Mr. Harry P.
Lavelle of the Thomson Elllis
Printing and Publsihing Company
was leader of the open discussion
on the school annual, while Mr.
Beverly Britton of the "Richmond
News Leader" was chairman of
the Round Table discussion for
the school handbooks and magazines.
At the banquet
on
Friday
night, addresses were made by
Dr. Churchill J. Gibson, rector
of the
St.
James
Episcopal
Church. Richmond; Mrs. Charles
Lake Bushnell. Dean of Women
at Mary
Washington College;
Jere M. H. Willis of Fredericksburg, and Dr. Morgan L. Combs,
president of Mary
Washington
College.
Following the banquet a dance
was given for the convention delegates in Monroe Hall Gymnasium.
In the final session of the convention which met in the Monroe
Hall
auditorium on
Saturday
morning Mr.
Thomas
Lomox
Hunter, columnist for the Richmond Times-Dispatch and Mr.
Josiah Rowe. editor of the Fredericksburg Free Lance Star, spoke.
Mr. Hunter told the delegates
that "as long as we preserve our
freedom of the press and people
can say what they think there is
no danger of a dictatorship in
this country."
Miss Helen A. Miller, a junior
at American University was elected president of the V. I. P. A.
for the coming year, with Miss
Anne Brinkley of Hollins College
and Luther Jinkins of the University of Richmond were elected
first and second vice-presidents
respectively. William McClure of
American University was elected
secretary-treasurer of the association while Mr. Alex Hudgins
Continued on Page 6

Richmond Debs
Invite S. T. C. Girls
To Opera and Dance
Farmville will be represented by
a dozen or more girls when the
debutantes of Richmond will be
hostesses to a hundred or more
girls from the towns of Virginia
and North Carolina.
Out of town debs will arrive in
Richmond Friday afternoon, be
first entertained at tea. The entire
group and their escorts will attend the opera "Faust" at the
Mosque and afterwards have supper and dancing at the Westwood
Supper Club.
Farmville girls who received invitations are Winifred Beamer,
Ruth Carney, Elnora Falson. Blair
Goode, Irma Graff, Polly Hughes.
Frances Hutcheson. Evelyn Johnson, Nell Speight. Fanny Lee West.
and Lib Wilson.
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|To Attend

ACP Convention
Associated Collegiate Press Convention will meet in Cincinnati.
Ohio. November 3-5.
The general program includes
round table discussions on the
various phases of college jaurnalisin. newspaper, magazine and
year book in both editorial and
business fields, as well as interesting lectures by prominent
speakers.
Friday night the convention
dance-banquet will be held and
Saturday afternoon the delegates
will be guests of the University
of Cincinnati at a football game
—University of Cincinnati
vs.
Ohio Wesleyan.
Delegates from here who will
attend are:
LeNoir
Hubbard.
Editor of the Rotunda; Folrence
Bress, business manager of the
Rotunda: Miriam Ficklen. editor
of the Virginian;
Nancy Gray,
business manager of the Virginian.

Four Representatives
Attend B. S. U. Meet
In Tennessee
Four representatives from the
Farmville Baptist Student Union
re:urned to school Monday nigh:.
October 31 from Mephis, Tenn..
Where they attended the fourth
quadrennial All-Southern Baptist
conference. Our representatives
were Carolyn oBothe, Olivia Slephenson. Evelyn Beaale and Manon Harden.
"The entire week was one of the
most glorious experiences I've ever had, filled with excitement, fellowship and mental, and spiritual
invigoration." reports one of the
gioup. The itinerary of their trip
rained them through the heart, of
southwest Virginia by the way of
Roanoke. East Radford. and Bristol, into Tennessee, the Broadway
o. America. They traveled through
i he northern part of the state going out. visiting Knoxville and
Nashville and returned by the way
of the southern route tlir )Ugh
Chattanooga. There were fifty de.egates from Virginia represent Ins,
almost every school in the stat\
No words can express the spirit
that pervaded the huge city auditorium of Memphis as 3,000 students from seventeen Southern
states met for a colossal program
of deep spirtiual values and of
world-wide proporeions. "My Maximum for Christ" was the li ems
around which every meeting centered and the challenge whicli inspired every student there. The ex •
amples of maximum Christian living in the lives of the great leaders who spoke to the group were
also challenging but even more
inspiring were the students U emselves, footbal herloes. pre-medicos, law students, and teachers tobe who have taken Christ as tin ir
standard and are really living the
maximum Christian lives on „hr.ir
campuses.
The fourteen commissions were
a source of great help and Inspiration Our students atended such
commissions as "Hontesty as Applied to Campus Life", etc.
On aSturday afternoon,
3000
students marched down the main
street of Memphis by states, carrying state bunners. and school
pennants.
Three college bands
furnished the music. The march
broadcast by radio and the
Streets were lined with interes ■.••!
ipeetators. nine thousand baptists students marching as a witness and testimony to their lo/iiChrist on the campus was ■
spectacle never before seen in r 1«■ s
country.
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Tub Oliver Presents
Swing Concert

Washington and Lee University
at Lexington, Virginia will be the
scene of the annual meeting of;
the
Southern
Intercollegiate '
Press Association on November
4 and 5.
Mrs. Ogden Reid, one of the
mast
distinguished
newspaper
women in the United States, will
speak in Lee Chapel at 8 o'clock
Friday night. Her subject is "Contemporary Affairs and Journalism
From a Woman's Point of View".
Mrs. Reid is vice-president and
co-publisher of the "New York
Herald-Tribune.
Some of the other
speakers
will be: Mr. Gilbert P. Farrar, an
outstanding typographical stylist:
Mr. Bernard Harrison. Educational Editor of the Washington. D. C.
Herald and Times; Mr. W. A

Daniel, a partner in the Benson
Printing Company of Nashville.
Tenn.: Mr. Leonard Glover, of the
Lynchburg Engraving Company;
Major Raymond B. Bottom, president of the Virginia Press Association and the Virginia State
Chamber of Commerce; Mr. William T. Christian, assistant general manager of The Richmond
News Leader; Mr. William
L.
Thomas, assistant city editor of
The Evening Sun. Baltimore. Md.;
Mr. Harry Nash, managing editor
of The News-Virg.nia. of Waynesboro. Virginia: and Mr. W. C.
Stouffer, managing editor of The
World-News of Roanoke. Va.
There will be two banquets at
this meeting, one to be held in
the Robert E. Lee Hotel on FriContinued on Faoe <•

S. T. C. Circus
To Be Held
This Week-End

Irish Debate Team
To Have Match
With S. T. C. Girls

S. T. C. circus will be heralded
by the circus parade at three o'clock on Saturday afternoon. November 5. At this time all the
wildest and rarest
animals in |
captivity will be paraded before
the citizens of Farmville.
At eight on Saturday night the
circus will open. The ringmaster
will introduce the skits that will
be given by the classes who are
vieing for the prize. As yet the
identity of the ringmaster is a
great secret. She has been selected
and has been practicing secretly
daily.
Not much will be told about
the skits—but they too are prac-1
ticing. We hear the Seniors all are
turning out to be cheer leaders, |
the Juniors are swinging
and I
singing, the Sophomores attempt j
to give us the correct historical
background for the circus in their |
own style, and the Freshmen with j
a lot of new talent, are presenting |
an entirely new feature such as
one might Add on the midway at ■
a circus grounds.
Following the skits, while the
judges are making their decisions,
the animal parade will take place.
This parade is the most unusual
parade of its kind to be found
anywhere.
The queen, who is
another
mystery, and her court will be
Continued on Page 4

"All of Her Assets America
Owes to Britain: Her Faults are
Her Own" is the topic for debate
on November 11.
1938
when
Faimville's varsity debate team
will meet the Anglo-Irish debate
team in the second Lyceum number of the year.
William T. Williams and William A. Beers wil uphold the affirmative of the quetion.
while
V. M. I. Commanders will play
Pattie Bounds and Lorana Moomaw will debate on the negative for the Fall Cotillion dance, which
side of the topic.
will be held Saturday November
This debate has been arranged
12. Dancing will be from 8:30 unthrough the National
Student
til
12:00 and will be formal. InFederation of America. The Anglo-Irish team will represent the termission will be from 10:45 to
national union of students of 11:15.
England and Wales and the Irish
This band is composed of 10 or
national union of students.
Man yvarious debates have been more musicians and they have
arranged by the foreign team at played for various college dances
other colleges. They are debating 'in the state. They ire well known
four subjects. Some of the other at this college having played here
college on their schedule are Penn
', before and having met much sucState. Ohio Wesleyan University.
University of North Carolina. Em- cess.
The receiving line will be comory College in Georgia Ohiversiy of Georgia. George Washing- posed of the following: Dr. Jarton University. Massachusetts In- man, Miss Mary White Cox, Mr
titute of Technology, WashingMargaret
Stallard,
ton and Lee University and sev- | McCorkle.
pi i sident of the club. Clara Noteral others.
Last Saturday. Oct. 29.
the : tingham, leader, Louise Anthony.
Anglo-Irish team debated John 1 secretary and treasurer of the
Marshall College of Jersey City,
club, and Frankie Bryan, business
N. J„ over the Mutual network.
manager.
The music committee which secured the V. M. I. Commanders
for the fall
dance includes:
, Frankie Bryan, chairman, Sara
Keesee. Essie Millner, and Vir■ ginia Lee Pettis.

Half-Hour Concert
Over WRVA Made
By Hand, Singers

Tubby Oliver, who was leader of the local orchestra for
the Swing Concert which ims
held in the auditorium last
night. November 1.

VMI Commanders
Are Selected for
Cotillion Dance

Studen ts, Take Peep a t Posterity
And View Your Alma Mater
Time marches on! Our college
five years from now! What will
it look like? Hasn't this thought
come to us all as we see the
framework of building looming
up around us. hear the thump
of the hammer and the boom of
lumber being moved, and as we
discover new excavations in the
middle of the street here, there,
and everywhere?
Let's take a trip about the
campus, Miss Alumna of '39 with
Mr. Graham, chief builder-upper
who knew what it would look like
back in '38 and get a birds' eye
squint at Farmville S. T. C. in
1942!
We'll begin at the Misses Hiner's home on High Street, a block
wast of S. T. C, for that will be
one familiar building unchanged.
Walking toward the college, one
comes to the new Library—and
what a Library it is. as we've already discovered.
With
landscaping around it and where the |
old tennis courts were, it is one'
of the most picturesque spots on
campus. It is a big Impressivi
brick building of Colonial design
In crossing Chambers Street j
toward Cunningham Hall, we decide to walk up Pine Street to
pass the new Junior dorm and
the one beyond it corresponding
to C. H. The now H shaped build-

ing, holding 220 students, occupies the whole block, since y"( liable was torn down to make room
for the south wing. The lawn
space is also landscaped, with a
court protected by the buildings.
If we walk down Madison Bt..
south of the training school we
discover that Spruce St. which
extended from Madison to the
back steps of the college, has
been blocked up by the new power
house. Edged on one sale by a
private hedge, is now a parking
space to be used strictly by people connected with the college. As
the only outlet now lies through
Chambers Street which runs in
back of the kitchen, and as thil
outlet is patrolled at night, it
makes an ideal parking lot.
Let's stroll over to the athletic
department—for such it now is,
with the gym and swimming pool,
formerly the hockey field, and
houses torn down, two flights of
Step lend down a terrace to the
new teni
A diagonal t \
tension has been added to Madison SI
thi null triangle
thlU made has been landscaped
and now forms
an
attractive
little park.
In case you're interested about
the dorm space—well, here
and Bfllori are in the
Continued on Page 4

Motion Picture (iroup
Plans Year's Work
Farmville motion picture OOUfl
i i. mi ■ In the iiiuh school Ibrarj
Oct. 24. Mrs, Mildred Davis ol the
high school faculty, was chosen to
act ai icretarv. and several nev.
member.1 were added to the group
which comprises repn lentatives
oi Farmville Woman's Club; Junior Woman's Club; American AsWomen;
Daughters of the American R
school
and

Paren Peachei A 0 lal Ion
iiii'h ehool and Pal 1 on U acua;
superintendent of
town
llbrai Ian one mini) tor; and 1
members '>f the faculty from
and one

from Hampden-Sydney
Mm h 11

'I'

11 the

' work of
motion picture committee of
'.".man's flub and the Coun|S that tl '
sense

ol individual and group 1 p
1," rtain-

mrille The ouncil
eppre< late ' he at) Itude aln edy
1. by the
itre mai
and .
tion b
community.

'This program is coming to you
from the auditorium of
State
Teachers College at Farmville''
was the announcement made as
Tubby Oliver and His Orchestra
played their theme song beginning a half-hour broadcast over
WRVA in Richmond. Virginia.
The Swing Concert, the first of
its kind in the South was given
under the auspices of the Alumnae
Association
of Farmville
State Teachers College.
Pastured on the program which
lasted from 8 o'clock until 11:15
were Miss Kaki Fagan and the
Mack Sisters. Miss Pagan sang
"Rock It For Me" and as an encore she sung 'Marie". The Mack
Sisters gave their interpretation
of "Alexander's Ragtime Band"
and as an encore they presented
"Bei Meir Bistu Shain".
Also on the program as soloist
were Sara Keesee who sang "So
Help Me" and Clyde Duvall and
Tubby Oliver who both sang several numbers.
The favorite piece of the evening was "I'm Getting Sentimental Over You" which was played
three times.
One of the most interesting
numbers of the evening was the
special arrangement of a piece of
swing that had a solo part for
each member of the orchestra.
Tubby opened his program by
saying that they would play request numbers from any member
of t he audience.

Hysteria Reigns
As Girls Listen to
"War With Mars"
Though they may hate to admit it. not a small number of
prospective teachers of reason
and think it out, little children"
gills were among those not immune to the panic and mass hysteria that swept over the nation
of radio listeners of the "War of
Worlds"
drama
last
Sunday
night
As did thouanda Of other terrorized
|J tenn in,
Farmville
girls tore hysterically into their
clothes to sad nword to "mama"
thai they were "coming home to
spend their last days." Those little
men from Mars .shooting their
OU Object at the poor unfortunates up in
New
Jersey
would surely have
compassion
enough to let them at least get
home to bid a final good-bye.
We can In t Western Union and
the American Telephone Company have a few extra thousand
sheckels to the lOOd as a result
of Sunday night's program. 'Tis
indeed fortunate thai the report
of the descent of the "goons"
given as Farmville. The
local fire and police station could
hardly fit out the ooOege with
gas masks!

Helen .lepson Will
Sing at Lynchburg
II. an Jepson, leading prima
donna of the Metropolitan Opera
company, uiii give s concern in
lUnlOl High auditorium in
on November 12. accordli
"I today
from bei loi al man
Mi
h p
limed by 1 rtl
|i
1 bi ■.'."! Id 0
'i' not
onlv In "l» 1 a. but al 0 in radio
and the moving pictures Con-

I to be the
. 11

v. orld

Cinderella
'

■■'■

"
rom prac><i the
tically every music critic.

'
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Man's Existence
Is Portrayed by

BORROWED
HUMOR

Fight Against Fate
Is Portrayed
By Rachel Field

GLEANINGS

By Johnny Lybrook
Soprano: "Did you notice how
Represented l° national advertising by National
my voice filled the hall last
There is little doubt that greatest straAdvertising Service, Inc., college publishers repre- |,,.||j| |\ i|( ||(>\
night?"
Alto: "Yes, dear: in fact, I notegy and moral objective of the long war in
ticed several people leaving to
1938-19:19 member Associated College Press, disRachel Field tells us that this is China has been attained with the capture
From one stanza of John Kitch- make room for it."
tributor oi Coiieglate Digest,
the
story that she has always of Hankow by the Japanese. The Chinese
ey's 'Certain Season" we are givwanted to tell, and when we have obviously realized the futility of continuFive
essentials
for
a
Good
Date:
en the whole stcry of the existence
Published by students of the State Teachers
read it we can readily see why. It
1. She doesn't eat much.
College, Fannville, Vnginia
of man. There is one thing howis the story of the valiant fight ing the struggle and so withdrew her forces
2. She's good looking.
made against fate by a lovely from the city. The Chinese carried with
over, the backkbone of it all, that
3. She doesn't eat much.
Entered as second class matter March l, 1921, In
them as much machinery as possible and
Trench girl.
4. She's a good dancer.
needs
to
be
emphasized.
But
for
|
the l'osi Office ol FarmvLle, Virginia, under act
Henrietta Desportes, a young destroyed the rest as Japan entered the
5. She doesn't eat much.
the personality of each individual
c! Ifarch 3, 1934.
—Florida Flambeau French governess, poor but well unprotected area and took control.
we all would be more or less alike,
born and well educated joyously
that is our entrance and our exit
Subscription
Si-50 per year are fundamentally the same. It Is He made a run around the end. returns from work in England to
So happy were the Japanese over their
take i he position as governess in
this dominant one of each person, Was tackled from the rear,
the
home
of
the
Due
de
Choiseul
victory
that Japanese goods were sent alThe
right
guard
sat
upon
his
neck.
therefore, which identifies us.
STAFF
in Paris. She has heard about the most immediately to the great market of
What we make of what is allotted The fullback on his ear.
Durhess vno is insanely jealous
Bdltor-ln-Chlel
LeNolr Hubbard us. what we do with ourselves, is The center sat upon his back,
of her husband but she prays that Hankow to be sold. This action was a result
Two ends upon his chest,
what
will
live
forever.
That
span
Basilic ss Manager
Florence Bress
of a lifetime, that 'Certain Sea- The quarter and the halfback then she will be happy and successful of Japan's promise of "After Hankow,
in her new work. It is quite enough Peace."
son" from birth to death, is yours Sat down on him to rest.
to be back in Paris again, the Paris
flsssnlstr Edtteri
The
left
guard
sat
upon
his
head,
and mine.
that she loves so well and that is
News
Pattie Bounds
With the apparent termination of the
What imprints will our living Two tackles on his face,
s
features
Frances Alvls make upon the pages of history? The coroner was then called in,; o familiar to her.
war, Japan has on her hands what she will
From the first moment that she
Socials
Vera Bbel What effect will our ego—our per- To sit upon his case.
—The Coyote meets the duke and the duchess probably find a greater problem than the
Sports
Marjorie Ninimo sonality—have upon other people?
the clouds begin to gather, but it war has been—economic control and exWe are helpless, or better than
Dinner guest: "Will you pass Is six long years before they break. ploitation of the entire coastal plain, or the
that,
we
are
benefited
by
having
Beporters
During this time Henrietta lives a
nothing to do with our entrance the nuts, professor?"
Absent minded professor: "Yes, happy life. The children love her more important railroads and of six hunLouiM Allen. HaselWOOd Burbank, Elizabeth Burke. into the world or exit from it. This
Mable Burton. Ann Bradner, Mildred Callis, much I knew to be true—we can I suppose so, but I really should and her work is going well. True dred miles of Yangtze.
the duke takes her more into his
funk most of them."
Sadie Oobb, Bernlce Copley, Marie Eason, Mary in: ke or break ourselves, we can
The government of the United States
\
confidence
than is necessary, but
Sue Edmondson, Marlon Harden. Mildred build a beautiful personality or a
The
difference
between
an
i
her
happiness
is
innocent
and
did not hesitate after this Japanese victory
distorted one: we can leave behind
Harry, E. By id HutCheson, Frances Hutcheson,
us each day that something which asylum and a university: You lovely.
to make known the demands that she made
Helen Jeffries, Sara Keessee. Johnny Lybrook. wilHveon andon; and In the end have to improve to get out of an
or other
Pate at some time
Mary Walker Mitchell, Clara Nottingham, we can contribute one flawless asylum.
catches all of us and in Henriet- on Japan some three weeks ago for respect
Norms Pamplln, Agni i Pickerel, Helen Relff, string to tie up with the cord that
ta's case the blow falls swiftly and of foreign rights in China.
Author: This is the plot of my hard. She finds herself involved in
Becky Bandidge, JaneUe Sbelor, Frances steed, runs all the way from the Genesis
story. A midnight scene. Two one of tlle greatest scandals of the
"Discriminatory methods of exchange
Shirley Stephens, Edna Strong, Jean Terrell, to the Exodus of Man.
burglars
creep
stealthily
toward
French
courts.
After
the
duke
and
must cease; no monopoly must be created
Dibbs Tyiie. Del] Warren, Elizabeth West.
Certain Season
the house. They climb a wall and | duchess have met their tragic
By John Kitchey
force open a window and enter death and Henrietta has been that will deny American citizens the legitiMan come to dust on some event- the room. The clock strikes one. , lrecd from prison after being mate business in China; Japanese officials
WEDNESDAY, NOVKAIIiKR 2, 1938
ful day.
Listener, breathlessly: "Which proved innocent in one of the most in China must cease interference with all
But in the eternal contrives to one?"
notorious murders of the time,
American property. These were the deStudent Citizenship in
pass
—St. Mary's Collegian. she meets young Henry Field.
Through flowers and trees, air and
This young American talks to mands. They were based primarily on what
A College Town
the ocean Fpray
Mary made an angel cake
her freely about her recent tra- has happened in Manchuria. They were po'While the inevitable sand pours For her darlinc Harry's sake,
gedy and at first she resents this,
Every college colors the community of
in the glass.
"Harry, you a piece must take!" but then she sees his kindness, his lite, but full of meaning. Not a threat but
The
mystery
is
this:
Though
hemThis
she
meant.
which it is a nart rVherever college students
shyness, and his wisdom. They a warning.
Harry ate it every crumb,
med by dark
talk together and suddenly it is as
gather In large gTOUPB the atmosphere of \nd bound by shifting light upon Then he heard the angels hum,
Excitement over the coming gubernaif they have been friends for years.
thai place and time is. to more or less exCalling softly, "Harry come."
the land,
Two years later when she goes to torial elections waxes higher and higher
tent, created by them. Youth, whether it Subservient to the flush and forc- Harry went.
New York to work he proves that and New York State still holds the limeed to hark
he is still her friend. But her fates
wills it or not, holds the limelight, calls To steady
beat of blood in breast
Pupil i during lesson on crea- follow her even here in this lovely light. Prospects for a Democratic victory is
forth admiration or reproval from the midand hand,
tion >: "But my father says we American city where she had a somewhat brighter hope this week as the
dle aged, set a .standard by example for the He wrests from Time brief usages were apes."
thought that she would be free.
Student Teacher Craig: "We This time it is fate in form of the odds stack up against Republican nominand truth
child. No gTOUp "I people realize this more
Sufficient to his needs and builds B can't talk about your family his- merciless gossip of the New York ee Dewey. The Democratic nominee, Lehconsciously than the year-round inhabitants
tower
tory in class."
school girls. Henrietta realizes man, is however, somewhat hapered because
Outrivaling time more beautiful
of a college town.
that this gossip can ruin her he continues to refuse blanket approval of
than youth
The absent minded professor chances of happiness in this new
The citizens of Fannville are deeply ap- Or writes a page for History in that we would like to meet is the World to which she has come. She President Roosevelt's "New Deal" policies.
an hour.
fellow who would lecture to his talks with Henrv Fields' father The Republican nominee has "gone to town"
preciative of all that the presence of our
Man is a tale that out of temporal steak and cut his classes.
who makes her realize that life is on Lehman's difficulty with the New Deal
local colleges has brought the town. They
birth
not the little thing that we picture while the Democratic nominee has taken a
are proud of our campuses, attend our col- Lives for a moment and goes back
She was only the optician's it to be but is all-consuming.
to earth.
daughter—two glasses and she
lege programs, appreciate our patronage
Again she meets Henry and they step forward with his accusation of Dewmade a spectacle of herself.
realize that their love is deep and ey's neglecting his duty at the AttorneyOf their stores and theaters. It would be
They are married and live in ! General of the State.
hard to imagine Fannville without S. T. C.
Barber: "Haven't I shaved you true.
Something new in football fora small New England town. Henand llainpdeii-Svdncy students as part of mation is promised University of before?"
rietta makes a good minister's
If Lehman is re-elected on the ground
troit footba11 fans h s fa
.11 M inter population. At the same time,' Pf
J '
" ^th
Customer: "No, I lost that ear wife but narorwly escapes disastr
., ,
• , ,
*e announcement of Coach Gus in the war.
ter. Later when the move to New where he now stands without a full pledge
however, it la well to remind the members Dorais that the huddle has been
York it is easy for her to win the of allegiance to the New Deal, there is no
Of the student bodies that, for the time that abandoned for offensive plays.
"Give me a match. Kitty?"
respect and admiration of the peo- doubt that President Roosevelt's ardent
"Here
it
is."
Dorais' quarter backs will call
they are here, tluy are citizens of a comple Because of her fine education
signals in the good old-fashioned \ "Well, can you beat that? I've she ,s able to gather aboul her the New York supporters will suffer a considnuiiiity not nine month tourists on a vaca- way when his eleven is in possess- forgotten my cigarettes,
intellectual people of the city] erable loss in prestige which will affect altion lark. The twelve hundred students of ion of the ball, for Gus believes! "S'too bad, give me back my
it is easy for Rachel Field to! most directly the next presidential election.
the two colleges Influence the life of the 0»1 this type of play makes the match."
give us this story at It's best for!
it Is about her great-aunt that I
Last Monday saw the new Fair Labor
communitj more than they perhaps realize. ' ■i»■( tutors.
Dr. Pittman: "What's the form- she writes. She has carefully stud-1 Standards law go into affect. It is based on
For the most part the residents approve of
But before each play is begun ula for water?"
led the times and the people of,,
/u u.T
i i
UH
i
;
thai flavor which youth and youthful en by Detroit's opponents, the Titans
Mable: "HIJKLMNO."
the times, and has given us a I tne tact tnat no laborer snal> work more
Dr. Pittman: "Absolutely ab- wonderful story. "All This and i than forty-four hours a week nor shall he
thusiasni lends to an otherwise "small will huddle to determine which
r

nity
ular
Hay,
>hic
val*
mse
•ary
of
tailed
»hwk
ind

ee.
M
ire
he
by
by
cds
at

1-

r-

uUfu y wrlt
tow n." It |g perhaps when large groups as- of play little used on U. S. college
J! .. well: ! receive a pay for his labor less than twenMable: "Not at all. You told "?!!.",
ten and "SSHJL
superbly ^
told, a book
ty-five cents an hour. Denial has been made
semble for recreational purposes that the •r idirons.
me yesterday that it was H to O." worth reading.
that over 80,000 laborers are idle bacuse
Individual seems tO lose his sense of perplants have shut down rather than comply
sonal responsibility. On these occasions the
citizens of Karmville resent the atmosphere
with the new law.

Echoes From an Empty Space

which is created.

By Fiances Steed

Specifically this criticism has been made

of the behavior of young people

In

our

I received a tiny slip of paper time.)
Betty Fahr is sporting a V. P. I.
in the mail yesterday which read
Virginia Vose saw the little cotillion club pin these days. She
,i bit like this. "We wonder what cards on the tables in the dining was also sporting some of that
subject is on Dickie Lowe's and hall the other night—you know liquid lipstick that won't rub offi
Ed Kilby's mind when they come those yellow ones which read this week-end. How did it fare,
'" s T c 'town"—so much in;"H. M. Wells. Taxi Service"—and I Betty? This week-end should have
fftCt tnat they JudKe 0thers by sh
dropped
her
dropped
her
° nearly
"early
trial,
for practically
, ,. ,. ,,
Perhaps Frankie teeth.
She just knew that 'alse|been
her every agirlfair
who
attended
Pan-Hels

I heaters. ThOM who want the best
for
Fannville Wish the highest class of enter
tainmeiit thai the motion picture industry
Can
and With the audience to conduct
an Offer,
MM. .urn wi HUM auuiuK. to conduct h ms lv s
its.lt in keeping with this type ot enter IOOCM know."
midshipman Harold Wells, has wore it. What a relief for you\
Then as if that wasn't praperly i been kicked out of the Naval boys who hat to attend 8 o'clock j
lainmeiit. I'sually we have been fortunate
there was another para- Academy and had gone into the | classes the next morning. Too bad
in having brought to us the btal movies of expressed
graph like this "Ask Frankie taxi business. She all but wired | Bob Scott couldn't remove the
the year, ami the standard of movies offer- Bryan What subject is so much Annapolis to get to the bottom; lipstick from his new suit.
ed us in the future is dependent largely up-|on Dickie Lowe and Ed Kilby's of it.
Now to go way back to last
oii the extenl to which we pttroiii/.e the bet m"ul wllPn tney come t0 town' Jamie eLe ls scouting around! Summer's romances. We'd like to1
or
new roomma t
who the
was wnose
te.- show-;
is not
'T' ..".'."°ld JlIdRe °thers by' Lhas
.\
!' sFrankie
5ne°ne know
**Prince
in
snows, Bui
i.in n-itn.n-iire
p.uton.iM i.s
not annuirh
enough. '.I'"'
themaehreSr"
the report out .that
Jaw was smashed by
Smith,:'
Superb acting la often ruined for the dieWe don't erectly get the drift nolton la getting married within You must have had a time,
l,f
Prince!
cerning critic when accompanied by giggles
Jf* idle cha"or' **»** yo.u so^ral days «■*
»." BB
could explain, "Twinkle Toes!
There was much discussion as
Bob Buyers, that well known
and guffaws on the part ot the audience.
Incidentally, Twinkle Toes and to whether or not the Senioi senior at H.-S. C has declared
....
,
•■«
her• .....
new "eye-glasses"
...» -r,» ■•--..» ..
were
».*..,. .».in- class
........ ...,wu,u
should arrange
..,,,..,,..
..
a 'complete
"i",,„ *■
that
umi, he
lit- ut-ia
bets lie
he 13
is WIG
the M
school's
IHMH 5
/\s i ut ui i' cm/ens ami leaders ol other rtted to the governor's mansion hope chest for the first member ■ best lover—upon what do you
COmmunitiea, as preaenl citizens of Farm- In Richmond ttlil weeka-nd
of Its class who got married af- base your wager, Bobbie?
\ ill,-. l,t each one of iis thoiiL'litfiillv take I (P1,'ase Pardon the elaboration ter graduation. We found that
Nee Nee Lee. a cute little fresh!
,,
.
A
.
1
on Frankie. but LeNoir says I Elsie Dodd and Dot Buckland are man has decided that she ls a
Stock ol her own conduct in the theatres.
have to nil up a huge spac this, all for it-wonder why?
Continued on page 5

In most part the complaints have come
from the South in the tobacco and pecan
regions. Where there is no access to capital
and the amount of bread a man will eat depends on the small profit he will make from
his crops, as is the case of many of the
South's farmers, the law does seem a little
harsh. Yet laborers are men and all men
must eatt—hey should be considered too.
Generally, the law has been received
with applause. The difficulty will lie in en'forcing the new law, since the administraboard
and money
'.tion
_ ._*
„_ is ,,very
'. small
,
. . . for a
r
appropriated
January 1.
Editor's Note—Last week a mistake
made in the printing of "Gleanings".
Democratic nominee for re-election in
„„„„*„
„f K„,VML ;„ r-k
senate of
New York ls
Lehman and
Lippman as was printed.

was
The
the
not

A

I
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Third Program of
Collins Festival
Is Presented

Kyrl Symphony
Orchestra Opens
Lyeenm Series
Of Programs
Four Soloists
Present Numbers
During Program
Bohumir Kryl presented
his
symphony orchestra last Wednesday night at S. T. C.'s first Lyceum of the year. Pour artists,
Ddrothy Dickerson,
coloratura
soprano: Barbara Le Brun. harpist; Burtis Preston,
baritone;
and Florian Zabach, violinist, assisted with the program.
Miss Dickerson sang "Una Voce
Poco Pa" from the Barber of So
ville". and "Coming Through the
Rye", and a duet with Mr. Picston, a selection from the third
act of Thais. Mr. Preston also
sang "Vision Fugitive".
The harpist. Miss Le Brun, gave
as her solo, "Introduction and
Allegro". Mr. Zabach played solo
parts in several of the selections
played by the orchestra.
The orchestral selections included the overture to the opera.
•The Bartered Bride", Slovanic
Dance Number One. "Hungarian
Dance Number Six",
"Country
Wedding", "Capriccio Espagnal,"
"Tales from the Vienna Woods,"
the prelude to the opera, "The
Mastersingers of Nurembourg.*
"The Plight of the Bumble Bee",
and "To a Wild Rose".
The orchestra gave two concerts here on Wednesday, one in
the afternoon for the benefit of
the children of the town and another that night.
This is Mr. Idyl's second concert at S. T. C. He appeared here
in 1936 with his orchestra
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Kyrl and Mis Symphony Orchestra which played for the first Lyceum program of the vear on
Wednesday night. October 26.
Gounod's "Faust" Is Tragedy
In Two Acts uilh Scene
In Eighteenth Century

Lyceum Schedule
For Entire Year
Is Given

Siiif) Portrays Typical
8. T. ('. Damsel on Night
Of Big Dance

Collins Festival, a group of programs sponsored in Farmville bv
the local Rotary Club, presented
the third of a series of four weekly
entertainments
Wednesday
night, October 26. in the S. T. C.
auditorium, with a lecture by the
Honoiable Goellrey F
Morgan,
lecturer, educator and legislator.
Mr. Moigan, a practical, interesting and stimulating speaker, lectured on the topic. "Your Money
or Your Life."
Mr. Morgan secured his A. B.
degree at Stanford and his M. A.
degree at Columbia and was in
turn teacher, principal, city superintendent and
professor in
Ohio University. He became inl(Tested later in civic and political life and is at present a member of the California Legislature.
For twelve years he has been
listed in the "Who's Who in America."
The first of the group of programs was given on October 12
with a gay and fast moving entertainment of Balkan music by
a number of Jugo-Slavian artists.
On October 19. the Loring Campbell Company presented a progiam of magic, ventriloquism and
fun.
The final feature of the festival
will be given on November 2. At
this time. Larry Johnson's Broadway play. "Mary's Other Husband" will be given.

"Such is life".—"Wish I were
Although one of the most popula rand voluminous of French
going"—"There's no justice", etc.
composers, Charles Francois Gou' The scene at Shannon's 'the day
nod's fame will rest largely upon
of the H.-S. dance < is one of
one opera. "Faust". Gounod was
Farmville's
lyceum
program sadness and loneliness, and Misery
born in Paris June 17, 1818 and
studied at the Paris Conservatory for this year is one of the most 'behind the counter) adds not a
where he won flist prize for com- varied, most expensive, and larg- ■ particularly consoling note to the
position at the age of 21. He was est to be planned for many years. i occasion. Nor do the strains of
sent to Rome to complete his mu- The first of these artist group
II. ;nt and Soul" on the nickelosical education, where he specia- entertainments was given October
dian
help any. A little hope surlized ID Church music, a field in
which he was interested all his 26. when Kryl presented his sym- I Vives, however, with the appear life. We find traces of this pre- phony orchestra and four soloists ance of a trio of H.-S. C. boys on
dilection in "Faust". He publish- in a program which included the
the scene. Then the usual routine
ed many masses, hymns, motets, worka of such composers as Goldstarts; yet eye energy and vaand sacred songs. In 1851 he promark. Dvorak. Rossini, Rimsky- lious other playing up" methods
duced his first opera, "Sappho",
c
at Pris. This was followed by a Korsakov. Strau. s, Massanet, and are all in vain. 'The louses!)—The
comic opera. "The Physician in Wagner. In the second lyceum to scene closes with a sigh and a
Spite of Himself", based on Mol- be given November 11.
Pattie groan—"What's the use?"
iere' comedy; and "Faust" in
Bounds and Lorana Moomaw will
We then get a peep into one
1859. The latter at once brought
oppose
an
Anglo-Irish
debate
of
the girl's rooms on the night
Gounod to commanding notice
and still remains the most pop- team upholding the affirmative of of the dance. While the lucky
ular of all opera.
the question "Resolved. That all ones are scrambling for a mirror,
Other operas by him are: "Phil- her assets America Owes to Britying sashes, pinning
corsages,
emon and Bauces" (I860); "The
etc., the less fortunate ones drift
Queen of Sheba" <1867>; 'Poly- tain, her faults are her own."
Programs to follow include on into the background with a "We
eucte" '1878>; and "The Tribute
of Zamona" <1881). Gounod died November 17. the Salzburg Trapp jus' ain't cute"—Look—How cruel
in St. Cloud. Prance, October 18. choir; on December 7, the Hanya- fate can be at times!
Last, but not least, the moment
1893.
Holm Dance Group; on February of real excitement and expectaFaust 'brief synopsis'
a duet; on Founder's Day. the, tion arrives—the familiar hangTragic opera in five acts. Music
Tuberculosis Christmas Seals. by Charles Gounod. Book by Bar- j Madrigal Singers. A lecture and ing over the Rotunda and "man
the Income from which Is used ex- bier and Carne, after Goethe's'lhe sPnn* P'^ of the Dramatic on the
trapeze"
acts—There's
club wl
" Probably be given as Bill—Who in the heck is Jack
clusively to help control and era- drama. First produced at the
dicate tuberculosis, still are con- Lyric Theatre, Paris, March 19. bceums, but the dates have not taking? He's come — Oh. come
1859.
I yet been set.
on and go down when I go!"
fused in the minds of some people
The skit 'act you ask. Yes. it
Scene: A German Village
as Red Cross Seals", according to
Time. The Eighteenth Century
Twenty-two teams have the ti- may be true; but if we admitted
Cast—Faust.
a
philosopher |tle of "Tigers", That's the most it we wouldn't print it!) ends
Miss Leslie Combs Foster, execu'Tenon;
Mephitopheles.
the evil'for An^ one animal, but a close with Mistress Campus Leaguer
tive secretary of the Virginia Tuone 'Basso); Valentin, a brother second ls "Bulldogs", which has who beseeches the cute and unberculosis Association.
of Marguerite 'Baritone'; Bran-'been adopted by 21 institutions, cute to remove themselves from
The reason for this. Miss Foster der. a student 'Baritone'; Siebel, And right on down the line are: the banisters for far of being so
said is that, in 1908. the Red Cross a student 'Soprano'; Marguerite, wildcats. 14: panthers. 9: eagles. flabbergasted
by the godlikj
masculinity below as to become
undertook the sale of Christmas a village girl 'Soprano'; Martha, 8; bears, 7; cardinals. 6; blueUnder jays. 2; duck 1. Some even go slightly overbalanced'
Seals. In 1910. the Red Cross, tne her servant 'Contralto'; Students, soldiers, citizens, servants. down to the insect family, for stand?
National Tuberculosis Association
those
there are
nine
yellow-jacket
Yes. just another
of
Bend*, angels.
and its affiliated organizations enSaturday night "Sings".
Aigument—This version of the teams and one wasp.
tered partnership for the direction
I-'aiist legend hasremained
the
of the Christmas Seal Sale. This
arrangement continued until 1920. most steadily popular of all. It
follows the first book of
the
when the Red Cross decided to deGoethe tragedy faithfully, and
vote Its entire energies to its anthe music, although by a French
nual roll call, its method of raising
composer, is closely in harmony
funds to render aid in time of
with its spirit.
great disaster and national emerAct I.—Faust's Study; Act. II.—
MMMM
Since 1920. the National Tuber- An Open ^Square; Act. III-Marguerite's Garden; Act. IV—Scene
culosis Association has been the ,
aole proprietor of the Christmas 1. A city street. Scene 2, Interior
of the church; Act. V.—Scene 1.
Seal, and each year it authorizes
the Virginia Tuberculosis Associ- Walpurgis Revel, Scene 2. The
Prison cell.
ation and other similar organizations to conduct the seal sale.
The first meeting of the yeai
While prepaiations now are In
of
the Lehigh University Aero
progress at the headquarters of
the Virginia Tuberculosis Associ- club will be a two hour session
ation in Richmond for the annua' conducted In a plane flying over
Christmas Seal Sale, care is being the country side of Pennsylvania
and New Jersey. The club will
exercised to avoid con lict with
the Red Cross roll call which olli- consider business and also make
cially starts the day after Thanks- an aerial survey all on this same
giving and continues into the hol- trip.

Seal Sale and Roll
Call Are Different

idays. In fact, the American Rid
Cross and the National Tuberculosis Association have an agreement to prevent possible overlapping of the two drives.

Rules for Ending
Colds Announced

In the heat of fraternity rushing at Syracuse recently, brothers
in one chapter noticed that one
of the guests was circling among
the rushees rather than clamoring for Introduction to the members. Wandering over, he heard
snatches of illuminating conversation. "This house ls no good.
Come on down the street—there's
a swell place on Walnut."
The brother, about to do some
high powered rushing, was intercepted by a breathless Beta who
gasped, pointing to the dissenter,
"Migawd. how did that Phi Delt
get in here?"

BALTIMORE AP'—It's a nv.
take to say one "catches" a cold,
Dr. R. H. Ri'.ey, director of the
S'ate Department of Health
vr-tenlav. adding: "as a matter
of fact, the cold catches you when
you are not up to the mark, phyieally."
He offers some brief rules to
help avoid being caught by a cold:
'1' Keep physically fit.
Eat
regularly. Drink plenty of v.
'2' Dress according to the
her, Don't sit uround In wet
clothing.
'3> Take some outdoor ox'
every day. Get plenty of sleep.
'6' The quickest way to get rid
of a cold is to go to bed; eat very
lightly and drink plenty of water

'A

Modern Trends in Air Transport."
On Thursday evening there will
h | JolDt general session of the
United Chapters of Phi Beta Ka;>pa and American Association at
the Mosque. The lecturer will be
Dr. Frank Pierrepont Graves.
New York suite Commissioner of
Education and his subject will be
"Is Education a Science''
The menial symposium, one of
tlic features of the meeting, will
end on Friday night with a general session at the Mosque. Dr. C.
Macfie Campbell, professor of
psychiatry of Harvard Medical
School, will be the speaker of the
evening.
As a contribution to the general
public, members of the local planning committee are arranging a
public meeting nt the Mosque for
either Saturday afternoon or evening with Dr. William M. Mann,
director of the National Zoological
Park. Washington. D. C. as the
speaker. Dr. Mann will show and
explain his motion pictures taken
in Sumatra during an expendition
for specimens for the National
Zoo. This motion picture and Dr.
Mann's address will be one of the
principal features for the public
during the convention.

Science Association
Meeting Will be
Held in Richmond

A bolt of lightning struck one
of the professors at San Jose
College a few years early. Professor Newby, who was struck
while playing golf with a friend,
had just remarked that if ha
must die he would rather
bo
struck by lightning when abont
90 years old than die any other
way. Strange to say, the language
professor was uninjured by the
bolt and got up laughing.

GRAY'S
DRUG STORE

The first meeting of the American Association for the Advanc.■ment of Science to be held in Vircinia will be attended by three
Humpdcn-Sydney professors. Dr.
Frieson.
chemistry
professor:
Professor H. B. Overcash, head
of the biology department: and
Dr. Allan, head of the psychology
department. Ashton Stewart, president of Chi Beta Phi, and Page
Burton, active member, will be
mi rag the student guides at the
"onvention. The Association wi.l
mil I in Richmond from December
27-31.
On Monday night at the John
Marshall Hotel, editors of all Virpinia newspapers, members of the
National Association of Science
Wrl,( rs
' - Prominent officials of the
State and ot the American Association and others will be entertained at dinner by members of the
local Virginia section of the American Chemical Society planning
committee, headed by Lloyd C.
Bird. Sir Richard Gregory of London, editor of the leading scientific periodical of general science in
the world, Nature, is scheduled to
be the principal speaker. Austin
H. Clark, curator of the division of
echinoderm at the Smithsonian
Insitution and formerly director
of the press service lor tin- associi' ion v.i.l be honored at this medial for his long service and untiring cooperation with the press of
the world in helping to make

PURE DRUGS
MEDICINES
TOILET ARTICLES
Quality—Price—Service
KAKMVII.1.E

G. F. BUTCHER CO.
"The Convenient Store"
Dealer in fancy groceries and
confectioneries
600 Hi;: li St.

FILMS

BROOKS-KAYTON
COAL CO.
Quality—Service

Planters Hank &
Trust Company

available scientific news for the

Farmville, Virginia
public. Howard W. Blakcslec, PuUlntr prize winner In lournaiism Member: fWleral Reserve ffjrateni
Federal I> posil Ins Corp
and sen nee editor for the AssociitOd I'" . . will present Mr. Clark

Dr. Qeot-ge o Btrkhoff,

pro-

m.itn i,( Harvard
University and retiring president
of the lasocii.tion. will be
the
principal speaki i at a cein ral :.c .
sion on Tuesday Dighl a' the Mos■ nei

J^ECOND only to its work for the
' relief of victims of disaster Is the
Red Cross program of service to disabled veterans and men In the regular armed forces of the nation.
During the past year, Red Cross
Chapters and the liaison representatives of the national Red Cross,
aided In solving the family problems of 222,000 veterans or their
families, and also extended friendly
help to 35,000 men of the Army,
Navy, Marine Corps and Coast
Guard.
This Red Cross program, an outgrowth of World War service, and
port of the Red Cross chartered responsibility, Is carried on by Home

Service secretaries In Chapters;
through liaison representatives with
Veterans Administration regional
offices; through medical social service workers in hospitals; through
Held directors In Army pusls and
Navy yards; by the Gray Ladies, a
volunteer, trained group who distribute comforts and aid in recreation projects; and through the Junior Red Cross which makes gifts for
the disabled.
One of the chief benefits of the
Red Cross service ls the assistance
given to the veteran and service
man In obtaining benefits due him
under the law, and In support of his
dependents pending such claims, or
while he Is In the hospital.

i ..in.MII. . Va.

li or 8 Exposure Rolls
Any size Developed
*?£»/»
and Printed
awC
Reprints 3 cents up
ECONOMY PICTURE MAKERS
Staunton, Virginia

SOUTHSIDE
DRUG STORK
New "Air King"Radio
I - tube
Special price $9.95

'iue ih itibjeel will be "intuition, Ft" i on and IWth In SciRed Cross Gray Ladies provide small comforts and recreational program
for disabled veterans and service men.

VIRGINIA
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We lev (' Mitchell, pro-
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al Columbia

■JMl president of the
n wui preside. The adiril] be folk>w< d by a recep
tion ti ndered by th" local comto the association and
11
' al 'in Thomas Jell
The
sion of the Society
of tin
XI and the associawlll be held on vredni
al the Mo qua with Dr w
l ,i and profi KH emeritus of
nford i-'n
il speaker. Dr.
I nt of Sigma XL the l0fdint honorary sclfrstt itnty of the country
and a member of the National
Committee for Aeronautics
His
t for tl
•' nth annual Sigma XI lecture will be
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Tubbv Oliver
Plays for
H.-S. Pan-Hels

Education Week
To Be Observed
JNext
Thruoul Nation
S. T. C. Students
To Give Talks
In Chapel
American Education Week wli
be oi). sired November •> t» '- M
a series oi tallu In tin churchei
and m chapel
joncerniin thi
probli in - "i i .ni.;>u lift
Churches oi Parmville will open
the ob* nratlon ol National Education
week
by
Incorporating
some features ol thi Golden KuU
in the church service Sunday, Nov< iniii i 8
'I lie: day. No.rllini'l H. David
[, ,iy will make a talk m lhape
on tin adjustment ol the pro
m
ol i. i-: i.
;nd activities -ii is ni
ana scholarship Thii talk
win be followed by a talk by Charlotte Miiiiim on the adjustment ol
the program ol studies and activItil . so as lo develop some physlcal and menial health.
Katherine Roberta will speak In
chapel Wednesday, November 9 on
"The Idi al .Sludenl in Ilic 1
era College"
Bara Bui ion will
also speak using the topic, "Ethical ideals oi iin Teaching Pro-f( Ii ns."
Thruaday, November 10, Lorana
Mooniaw will speak on the place
oi student teaching in the teachers
colelge. Dr. J. P Wynne win sp ak
on "'providing Security for All in
the Teachers College."
Dr. .1. I. .human will close the
series oi talks during the chapel
period by a talk Friday, November
11. on "Good Citizenship in (lie
p. achers College,

Giraff Is Gone Away
Hut Circus Plans Go On
Despite This Great Loss

"Tubby" Oliver ana his Orchesi.a made its local debut at the
Fall set of Pan-Hellenic dances
held in the Comity Club Friday

Oh, what are we going to do?
The giraff's got a ride and she's
gong home Saturday!
A stricken silence permeated
the group—a circus without a
giraff! Who, it wouldn't be a cirCUs—not an S. T. C. circus, not
without a giraffe. Oh, this was
awfull Something had to be done.

and Saturday
n.ghts.
October
28th and 29th. "Tubby and his
oand have received many congratulations and it is the general
consensus of opinion that this is
..... i.—. k A M... TJ—~.,
one ol the best bands that Hamp-

, ^^JrTcTto^
going
wouknyt be "Spiffy" was
home. That's why you've seen
Negroes, acrobats, singers, dancers
and
even the master of ceremonies
himself tearing frantically
^^ domandmR of every face

NEW PHILCO AT $16 95
Seven and a half tube power
Sweet Tone
Powerful

LYNN'S
MUSIC STORE

WILLIS, the Florist
Flowers for All Occasions

PHONES 181—273
den-Sydney music
fans
have encountered if by chance it might
neard in years.
be I i-irall . . . "Excuse me, please
These dances were the second but is you a piraff—I mean kin
THREE ( III I Its FOR
set of dances to be held during you be a giraff?" If desperation
hadn't di iven Mandy she would
vhe current school session, and have qailed under the X-ray powmey were heralded with unusual er of the look she scored but this
A few
sntnualaam by
the
Hampden- was desperation's day.
oydney Student body and the minutes later Mandy returned to
the scene of practice disheveled
many alumni who returned for but triumphant with a giraff in
aiis event. Many of those attend- her wake.
Third St.—Phone 355
ing were:
Some days are beautiful, others
P. T. Atkinson, Jr.. Anne Eas- in gloomy. That's the way of life
ley; Joe Geyer,
Essie Millner; but Mandy rued the day of her
"Where college clothes get the
Bobby Trice, Bess Windham; Bob birth when she realized that the highest degree of cleanliness.'
Orgain, hnu.y Waitrip; Biil Tracy, ten persons facing her were all
Betty Wilcox;
Thomas Billings, substitute giraffs for "Spiffy."
In the din and confusion clowns,
Susie Clark; Dick Clark, Edna
Harris; Sam Lippincott, Frances anima.s and vhat-have-you emPntchett; Tyler
Tayler,
Lula erge and the circus plans go on!
From old to new with any shoe
Wyndham; Jack Summers. MaHighest grade material used
can Raine; Dill Crinkley, Betty
Meade; Richard Whiting, DoroThird St.
Farmville, Va.
my Harrison; Volney Campbell.
Meade
Wilson;
Billy
White,
AdeI'atti" Bound, and lorana Mm
laide Dressier; Ed George, Dot
■aw. members of debate tean
Glenn; John Gibson, Betty HawrhO debate against Irish Nov. 11.
WILLIAM THOMAS WILLIAMS
kins.
UNIVERSITY OF WALES
Page Burton, Sarah Button;
The Hampden-Sydney
Glee
Hugh Hagen. Blanche Carper; Bill
Club
gave
its
first
performance
Patterson, Emma Hardiman; WalFarmville
ter Tower, Marian Worsham; of the year at the
$c
Lewis Johnston,
Polly Hughes; Presbyterian
Church
Sunday Large Limeade
William Gibson,
Judy Wilson; night before a capacity congre- Sundays
ltc
Bob
Mitchell,
Paulett
Long; gation.
Nut Sundaes
15c
Francis Shelton, Ellen Mapp; Bill
The policy of the club Is to have
10c
Catherine Radspinner; all religious music before Christ- Jumbo Ice Cream Sodas
What other person could we was serene and courageous. Like- Bullock,
have chosen who so completely wise when smoke and red flame Henry Flannagan, Lois Powell; mas and to have this music coinContinued from Paae I
embodies embodies all the com- hid her from sight as she hung Steve Thornhill, Marguerite Cor- cide with the lesson which is read
presented by the ringmaster and bined characteristics of a true fastened to the stake, her voice tex; Leigh Taylor, Norma Pamp- by Kieth Eubank, a member of
then she win be crowned.
leader and a courageous spirit as and heart rose strong and elo- lin; Joe Manson, Nan Copley; T. the club. The service was opened
The coronal ion will mark the dOM our patron saint. Joan of quent in prayer with these .voids C. Bowen. Caroline Eason; John by the singing of a hymn followed
n|
ng of the real circus mid- Arc? The fact that she was a on her dying lips: "Blessed Jesus." Dennis, Mae Wirtz; Ralph Rit- by a prayer, then the Hampdenwav All types nl rallies, such as young woman who was valiant in
That spirit so well portrayed in chie, Phyllis Holtz; Jimmy Elliot, Sydney brass quartet played "Siring toss and target shooting will even sense of the word, sends a her life and death is a challenge Helen Lewis; Bill Baker, Irma lent Night". The Glee Club opbe played, fortune tellers
will clear call to every body of young as well as a guiding inspiration to Graff; Craigh Burks, Elizabeth ened singing "Faith of our Fathforecast your future, charaetei women who are drawn together in you and me. No suggestion ior Shepherd; Henry Shepherd, Dor- ers" and in turn paralleling the
readerswil Igive you a character a kindred spirit and with a defi- self-seeking
honor,
wealth
or othy Newton.
reading. "Lo how a rose ere bloomanalyala, all sorts of refreshments nite purpose and goal to reach.
pleasure can be found in any
Emmett Hoy, Dolly Harrison; ing", "Finlandia" by the second
will be sold, and those so inclined
Everett Meredith, Alice Blades; quartet composed of Crawford.
Expert cleaning, repairing and
Joan of Arc first came to abide word or deed of hers.
may dance m the Senior dance in the halls of our college 1914
rrniodrllng
Through it all she stood firm tc Fred Edmonds, Mary Carter Reed; Walker, Holden and
Crockett.
booth for the first time in the when the graduating class oi that God and the ideals she cherished Bill Kuykendall. Nancy Hopkins; "The Crucifixion", "Crossing the
history Of the emu- there will year placed her recumbent Statue and asked no reward. "Even in the John Foushee. Anne Cocks; Kos- Bar", and "Lord I want to be a Main St.
O ppocite P. O.
be a real orchestra to play for in the Rotunda. From this lime moment of victory, she remained sen Gregory, Betty Lucy; Buck Christian".
I he dancing.
on there has grown up in our col- inaccessible to vanity and hate. Crockett, Gay Ward Brown; Whitt
This type of service is of an
The circus is the first produc- lege an Ideal, a spirit drawing its In the midst of popular enthusi- 'Morse, Katheryn Reed; Francis
evangelical nature and will be
tion ni the year In winch all the inspirations from and cantering asm she cared neither for profits ! Young, Virginia Irby; Blanton
continued until the half when
I'nder the mangement of
claasea play ■ part it la always around Joan of Arc. The ItatUM nor honors."
i Hanbury, Jane Hutchinson; Fred
the club will start its regular acone of thi Inch -.puts of the yea' on tins oampu are more ihan
Elsie
Dodd;
Willard tivities in a lighter line.
Thus is the spirit of Joan of jHaislip.
"CHARLIE" JOHNSON
and tins year promiaea to be bet- mere statutes they are living Arc. May each of us be saturated Craft, Ardarye Culpepper;
Les
ter than ever in hue it is spon- ideals.
with this ideal to serve and fo'get Dillard, Coralie Williams.
sored by Alpha Kappa Gamma,
Bob Fleming,
Polly
Keller;
ThroUl h all of her life JOSH 0. self: to bear with courage the
the national honor fraternity for
hardships that are thrust upon us; Frank Booker, Harriett Martin;
Arc
remained
Hue
to
her
DUI
leadership.
to be brave in all undertakings, Maynard
Johnson,
Margaret
Pattie Hounds la general chair- She never wavered from What she and always in your life and in my Dowdy; Bob Eason, Betty Butler;
man. Her committee heads are, I). lieved to be her duty: the t
life may we remember in our Bill Kay, Isabel Plummer; WillV( :.i Kb. 1 and Ann Duggar, I la.-- quencea were not bar affair, Thus hearts as we serve, these words: iam Gilbert, Katherine Irby; Anstunts; Jenny Carroll, business through all of her sufferln
"Forward with God,"
son Jamison, Betty Hardy: Murmanager; Florence Bresa and liar*
rie Battes,
Jane
Burke;
Joe
gui i HI Blackwell, advertising and
O'Brien,
Martha
McCorkle:
parade; Miriam Plcklen and Kit Wright
Noble,
Pat Whitlock;
t] Rob* ii.
animaJa; Dot BuckTommy Atkins. Margaret Stalland floor plan Sarah Button.
vd; Bob Dabney, Nancy Wolfe;
booths;
Virginia
Whltehead
DeWitt Peck. Mary Bowles
Smith, decorations
and Nanc]
Scott Sears. Mary Alice Altice;
Oraj queen and court
CDtORAtfc US PHI BETA KAPPA
Harry Woody, Helen Mcllwaine;
ALl-AMLRtCAN QUARTERBACK OF
Bobby Schultz. Marguerite CosLAST SEASON, NEVER DROPPED
tello: Billy Adams, Read Turner;
BELOW AN TV IN ANY CF HtT
Lewis Timberlake.
Nancy Lan■ • • vSTUDlEv? • • •
caster; Jimmy Johnston, Carocon'iir.iii from Paffa /
line Willis; Mac Janney, Virginia
new dormltoi ii
ipl om >
Rudd: Laurie Jones, Margaret
Ann.A .md Student, and Fresh0 tin IS I:, siH.tr,
Cale; C. R. Richards. Kay Elmen In Mam and (ivin Hi for*
more; W. B Jones, Scottie Booklong tin re a11 be no more than
r; Boiling Worsham. Army Buttwo in ■ loom
terwoith: Billy Spong. Ora Earother changes have been made
nest P. T. Craddock, Helen SeThe glamour frocks you want
tOO The Ait
loom and Mu ,
ward.
for the onrush of parties,
depai t ni' ni have been 11 ansfei red
William
Chewning.
Marian
to the old Library building, room-Worsham: J. D. Ridgeway. Agnes
danceg ... budg 't priced! Love1H and 111 ale nou the business
Pickral;
E.
Milton
Kellam,
ly velvets, wide-skirted taffetas
with ■ doot coming out by
Pat Brown; Herbert Stokes. Marthe Post itfflce 10 that linea may
with new empire bodices, slim
garet Stallard; Wyndam Blanton.
THE -mr WAS KNOWN TO STUD, ms
■0 m one door and out the other.
CAUMUJS JIRCTCHEO OUTON A RUBDOWN
Margaret Britton:
Henry Wisesophisticated satins, metal lies.
avoiding congestion, The old busiTABU PHWriN HALVES' MAYK THAT3
man. Anne Williams; Bob Buyers,
ness office and thi
u 'a ofWWr- HE IS A RHODES SCHOLAR.
Priscilla Lane,
Bea have been thrown toi
John Jones, Elizabeth Townto make |
•:.! better
send;
Ned
Crawford,
Frankie
Kivniny Sandals—Many Styles
Boa, another congestion
Bryan; Davis Keith, Shirley si,
removed The Home Be house is
in CON. while Richardson kt st.n
Tommy Reid, Anne Billup
a dorm
.mat Lawia, Patsy Smith;
Bob
who would have thought that
Ingle, Mildred Booth; Vance Curao
many
convenient
changes
rin. Polly Keller; Dickie Lowe,
would take place KUMM you were
PRES D.W. MORrilOUSr OF DRAKE U HAS A COMET
Margurite Costello; A. C. Buch•nor in fact the dormi waw
Quality—Price—Service—Store
NAMLD FOR HIM WHILE A SPECIE OF THE FAMILY
completed by June of "w. But it
Site YOUR ODDITIES
anan. Madee Home: Ed Kilby.
CFCfCOPIN \ Bt' 3 IS NAMIDAKTERDR WD
TO ASSOCIATED CCXLEfr
lo show that DOt only
Sarah
Keesee. Frank
Brown.
FUNKHOUSER.NAN OF WE U CF KY 0WDLKIE SCHOOL.'
IATE PRESS-Mas MINN
Time, but B T C march
"Smitty Smith, Frances St.

LINDSEY'S

"New Sheen"
Cleaners

Ix>velaee Shoe Shop

Capacity Audience
Hears Glee Club

COLLEGE
SHOPPE

Joan of Arc Truly Embodies
Characteristics of Patron Saint

Circus

Prompt Service
Call 200
KLEANWELL

Cleaners & Tailors

Phone 98

GLAMOROUS .

NEW

PARTY

*WHIZZ£rT

WHIT**

Peek ai Posterity

DRESSES

10.95

BALDWIN'S
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Color Rush and Hockey Game Nov. 21
Points Are Given
For Winning Teams
For Color Cup

Varsity Squad
Is Selected
For Hockey

Annual color rush and hockey
games will be held on Monday.
November 21, and the final hockey
game will be on Tuesday, NovemVarsity hockey squad has been
ber 22. Color rush will take place
at two o'clock. At the first gong chosen and is made up of the
of the bell runners will sprint following girls: Louise Bryan. Elfor their colors on second floor len Conyers, Ruby Adams. Mary
Student, third floor Main and
Alice Marshall. Mary Elizabeth
second floor Senior building.
Student and Main buildings Badger. Kitty Newman. Estelle
will be the halls for Freshman Mann. Dot Fischer. Harriette Vaand Sophomore runners, and den, Elizabeth Barlow, Louise
Junior and senior runners will oc- Ewell, Helen Mcllwaine, Clara
cupy senior building. Freshman Cook. Myra Smith, Virginia Carand sophomores have two runners oil, Mary Sue Edmonson, Dc
and juniors and seniors one run- Johnson and Marjorie Nimmo.
ner each.
The first varsity game and the
Freshman -sophomore and Jun- only game scheduled as yet will
ion-senior hockey games will be- be played on November IP with
gin at two-thirty. The first half William and Mary. Richmond diof the freshman-sophomore clash vision, in Farmville. This is the
will be played oc first, then the first interscholastic hockey game
flrflst half of the junior-senior that S. T. C. students have witgame will be played. The two nessed on home ground for many
winning classes will play the final years.
game on Tuesday. November 22
Hockey representatives from
and the winning class will hold each class will be chosen to atthe hockey championship. There tend the national hockey meet in
will be no afternoon classes on Washington on
November 18.
November 21. but the champion- These girls wil not play, but will
ship game will not begin until observe the games. Farmville will
four o'clock on Tuesday.
not send representatives to the
Color rush is an annual clash Fredericksburg state meet.
at S. T, C. between red-andLast year Farmville played
white and green-and-white col- Westhampton and William and
ors. The winners of the races and I Mary Extension in Richmond—
hockey game gain point* for the Blue and White was victorious
color cup which is given at the over W. & B Extension, but bowend of the year. The freshman- ed in defeat to Westhampton
sophomore hockey game decides : S. T. C. was unable to schedule
the fate of the freshmen. If red- a game with Westhampton this
and-white wins in the clash "rat year.
caps" may be discarded, but if
Louise Bryan is manager of the
,green-and-white is
victorious
varsity
squad, and Miss Her is
"rat caps" must be worn until
coach
Christmas.
All halls and rooms must be
cleared during the color rush, and
if anyone is found in rooms or on How fat she are!
halls, points are taken away from She used to wasn't,
the ocender's color, or the runner The reason is
for that color, or the runner for She daily doesn't.
that color is declared ineligible
Even if the winning teams are of Daffinition: A parasite is somethe same color, the final game thing to jump out of an aeromust be played off. Freshmen and plane with.
juniors will fight for red-andwhite, and sophomores and seniors will "do or die" for greenObituary: Old Man Mose is
and-white. All students are urged
dead.
to support the class teams.

ROLLS DEVELOPED
Any size roll kodak film developed,
eight never-fad>Velox pr.nte for only
Low pricei on cmndid film. Honay
mailing envelop?! furnished.
VALUABLE PREMIUMS GIVEN

MAIL YOUR FILMS TO

JacTPiJbbrrCd
SPARTANBURG. S. C.

PEOPLES NATIONAL BANK
Farmville, Virginia
CAREFUL MANAGEMENT

COURTEOUS SERVICE

Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.

REVERSIBLE TOP - COATS
GIRLS: We have just received a beautiful selection
of Reversible Top-Coats in all the newest shades.
These coats are very practical for Campus wear and
are the very thing for the cool rainy afternons of
early Fall.
At only $9.95.
Come in and make your selection while the stock
is complete.

DAVIDSON'S
The House of Quality
FARMVILLE

VIRGINIA

Sport Slants
Unaccustomed as we are in news ■
paper writing and unlearne.i we
now embark on a rough journey,
It is our purpose to let you, who
are unaware of what is goin;; on
in the athletic world know Jus*,
how active and attractive our
young athletes are.
With color rush in the neai- fu
ture and the friendly rivalry between classes becoming more intense, hockey now occupies the
prominent place on the sp-rt;
program. Judging from the .lumber of freshmen at practice it looks
as if rat caps will be adorninj. the
walls of their rooms rather man
their heads after Thanksgiving.
Come on, Sophomore---don't le',
your superiority take a tumble
With Nimmo, Mann, and Newman
leading the Juniors, the Senior?
will need more people and thOet
practices to retain their dignity.
The first two freshman basketball practices in the gym was alive
With rats". Since Miss Iler turned the team over to the prewnt
coach and manager the crowd has
dwindled. We hear those two of
ficials are acquiring a complex.
Come on. Freshmen. Do something!
Stallard and Helen have been
lu.ving a goodly crew out to ieai.n
cupids art—archery, of course.

Freshmen again lead the way.
Upperclassmen. are going going to
let the freshmen set the pace?
Have you heard, there is a golf
course at Longwood. There is a
truck—we beg your pardon, a car
—going to Longwood every Friduy
a ternoon at 2 o'clock and ag.'in
at 4 o'clock. Mr. Graham is coaching golf: and Mr. French did entertain the golfers—this is not
exactly the Problem Club mei.iod
of creating interest but isn't it
some incentive? There will also
be archery equipment at Longwood for those who wish to "arch '
as well as "Longwood." Maybe the
surroundings—the dell—will create the Robin Hood atmosphere
and increase your prowess.
The rain has somewhat dampened the spirits of the tennis
players, but fair weather is restoring sad spirits. The tournament is well underway. Who will
be our singles champion?
When it is too wet for tennis
there are two ping pong tables
available—one in the rec and om
in the gym. There is also a badminton set in the gym for the
more enegetic.
Archery, tennis, hockey basketball—can't you find something to
interest you- REMEMBER THE
COLOR CUP.

Richmond Wins
Over Generals
In Surprise Victory

Archery Equipment
For S. T. C. Girls
Is at Longwood

Before a scanty Homecoming
crowd of 4.000 braving a harsh
mid-winter wind the Spiders of
the University of Richmond outfought the favored Generals of
Washington and Lee to gain an
entirely unlooked for but well
earned victory to a score of 6-0.
6-0.
Sparkling play by Spears, Hoskins. Jones. Humbert and Marchant was enough to Are the
spark that gave the Spiders victory. The Spiders were accredited
with nine first downs to the
Generals seven.
In the third quarter with a series of beautiful passes and line
bucks the Spiders advanced to the
two yard line where Hoskins
plunged over on his first attempt.
Playing aggressive and hard
football the Gobblers of V. P. I.
pushed N. C. State freely about
the field as they humbled the
Wolfpack 7-0 before a crowd of
3.500.
Improving with each game the
Gobblers showed a powerful offensive as they rolled up 13 first
downs to the visitors three and
out rushed the Wolfpack, 228
yards to 71.
Al Miller personally conducted
the drive that resulted in a
touchdown as he plunged over
from the 4-yard line.
Paced once more by that brilliant ball carrier, Jim Gillette, the
powerful Cavaliers of the University of Virginia rode roughshod over the powerless Indians
of William and Mary as they
rolled up a 34-0 victory.
With a bewildering array of
passing and running that had the
Indians completely befuddled the
Big Orange scored almost at will
But for the long kicks of William
and Mary's Gus Twiddy the score
would have mounted even higher.
Personally acounting for 23
Keydet points. Paul Shu. V. M. I .'I
great halfback, led the Flying
Squadron to a 47-14 Southern
Conference victory over the University of Maryland's Terrapins.
The Terrapin's inability to hold
on to the ball in passes and line
plays ruined many a chance to
score for Maryland while th••
Keydets were capitalizing on passes hurled by Shu, Shelby, and
Carney.
After a scoreless first quarter
the Maroons of Roanoke College
unfurled its power in the second
quarter as it rolled over a hapless
Randolph-Maron team to crash
the Jackets 28-0. In addition to
its four talleys the Maroons
scored another touchdown that
ailed back on a penalty of
clipping.

Archery equipment has been
placed out at Longwood and students are urged to go out and
use the bows and arrows. The key
for the equipment may be obtained from Mrs. Hurtt and students are requested to sign up
for the equipment.
These practices will count as
regular archery practices and will
aid is gaining the required number of practices in order to compete in the archery tournament.
The target will be placed in the
dell at Longwood and the distance will be marked off. A truck
leaves for Longwood every Friday afternoon at two and four
o'clock for the benefit of any students wishing to play golf or
shoot archery. This truck will
carry students out and bring
them back to school. The equipment may be used at any time
students desire to shoot. Archery
practice will continue at the
scheduled time on the athletic
field.

I

Anne Shirley Is
Assistant Manager
For Circus
Anne Shirley, freshman, has
been chosen as assistant manager
(if tennis for this year. Shirley
Stevens manager of tennis stated
that the assistant is chosen for
her interest and ability in tennis.
Anne is president of the freshman class and graduated from
Lob*] high school in Panama.
She was treasurer of her Junior
class, vice-president of her senior
class, a member of Sa Pay, the
Spanish Club, and a members of
the Pan Ann rican student forum.

Echoes
Continued from page 2
thorough man-hater
She had
troubles this week-end. and declares that she is through with
min for life.
The Hall Twins said they'd
give anything to have then name.s
in the column mst once before
they elft school, but the only
thing they knew to put in is the
fact that thev pend 0 much
money on their text books.
Have you Ml i.' lab ' Hash?
Lois Powell is the proud poa I
of a diamond ring—and it is the
real McCoy!
For once "lizzie" and LeNoir
don't know everything that's going on The Identity of the i
queen and the ringmaster is still
M far as they
an- concerned
The fact that the "Reverbera11OILS' has been changed to

llampden-Sydney
Defeats America U.
By Twenty Points

DRUMELLER'S
FANCY
MEATS AM) (.m» Hills

ROSE'S

Hampden-Sydney's big
Red
team used every offensive trick on
5—10—25c STORE
record to subdue a visiting American University juggernaught in
Death Valley Saturday when the
Tigers set sail and swam to a
20-0 win in a sea of mud before
little more than a handful of
drenched spectators.
The pent up power of the
Tigers which had been, prior to
Saturday, checked and halted at
mast every turn, was unleashed
from the opening kick off until
the final gun of a thrill-packed
drama which afforded the small
turnout of fans four "never a dull
moment" quarters.
Visit us for the
Syd Walden proved to be the
spear head in the Tiger offense.
BEST FOUNTAIN SERVICE
Berry and Walden, with the speed
;nd precision of a high powered'
projectile amassed 60 yards - al |
ter the opening kickoff had been1
downed on the Tiger 15 yard We sell, service, and repair MIJ
thing electrical
marker. American University took
the ball on downs only to lose it
on their 30. The Tigers culminated their swift touchdown
PHONE 40
march with a tally when Berry
went over from the four. "Big
Ben" Soyers failed to make the
extra point.
American U. took to the air soon
after the Tigers had drawn blood Purchased at this store are deonly to have their ambitions nipped in the bud when Frank Sulli- veloped FREE
van pulled one out of the ozone
on the Eagles 39 which was to
pave the way to another touchdown and the game beyond recall.
Henry Flannagan dashed madly
around end for twelve and Charlie Spencer retaliated with a
beautiful run of twenty yards.
Cliff Holmes, the Tiger battering—AT—
ram went over from the four
which was the beginning of the
end for the Eagles. Soyers vindicated himself and converted
—FOR—
leaving American U. on the short
end of a 13-0 score.
The remainder of the game
found the Tiger field general
running his plays so well that the
entire visiting team seemed befuddled. The Tigers split the
American U. forward wall wide
Featuring
open and uncorked a barrage of
passes that threw the visitors into
Southern Dairies "Velvet"
a state of chaos Soon after the
Ire Cream
beginning of the fourth quarter,
Syd Weed, lanky Tiger center
238 MAIN STREET
turned in the most spectacular
run of the game when he Intercepted a Eagle pass on his own
thirty and raced down the side
TRY A PAIR
lines for a pound of bacon and
six points. The Tiger batteringof
ram again did the trick when
Holmes converted through the
line.
The entire Tiger backfleld playlieautiftil Silk Stinking*
ed as one and Coach Bernier had
ample opportunity to use new
blood which rejuvenated the
from
Bengals on more than one occasion Tin' hosts gained at will and
their victory was most impressive.

ON THE CORNER

New line of beautiful
Fall Anklets

C. E. CHAPPELLCO.

Electric Appliance Co.
KODAK FILMS

Southside Drug Store
Patronize

Patterson Drug Co.
Money Saving Prices

Drugs and Toiletries
Expert
Prescription Service
Clean Fountain

"DEXDALE'

VERSER'S

Kc hoes From an Empty Space"
has disturbed the Rounder considerably. It wasn't my intention
to be at all subtle in making this
change. The reason for the change
was perfectly obvious, but naturally one would expect Hampden.Sydney to be slow on the pick-up
—and so mi.ss the point entirely
A word more and I'm through:
I'll advise Florence Bress not to
wait up for her loommate like
she did her roommate last Week'
end 'on this week-ends BflBVtn*
tlon) to come in from a dance.
Wed hate to hear of your lo Ol

MEET ME AT

SHANNON'S
For a new drink

"Coffee Shake"
It Is the hit of the season

;..;> Florence,

FOR SMART SWEATERS & BLOUSES

$1.00l $2.97
DOROTHY MAY STORE
Farmvillt's Only Excluiivt Women'. BtOIt
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Dances, Meetings
Attract Girls
From College
Over Week-End
Six Students
Attend Convention
In Fredericksburg
Among the girls from P. s. T. c.
who at! tided the opening dances
at the Univ. of Virginia the weekuid ot October 2\) were Cram
Borderi J tcojueline Beal, Yvonne
Cheape, Marian Cotter.
Nancy
Dinwlddie, Mary Katherine Dodson, FCathryn Hawthorne, Prancet B Williams, Ifarjorie Grafford. Amy Powell.
I.ula Power.
Mary Carrington Power, Betty
Pahr, Ionise E. Painter. Martha
Virginia smith. Betty Shumate,
Elsye Berry Yates, Yatee Carr,
Chlotilde Jarman and
Virginia
Jarman,
LeNoir
Hubbard,
Pattio
A.
Bounds.
Betty Sue Cummings,
norance Bra
fane Rosenl
and Katherine Peery attended the
VIPA convention at Mary WashIngton CoDege In Pradericksburg
October 28 and 29.
Amonc those from Farmville
who were in Richmond during
the week-end of October 29 were
Mary Prince Arnold. Anno Benton. Prankie Bryan. Ethel Carr.
Martha Cottrell, Vert Ebel. Jean
steel. Evelyn B. Timberlake. Mary
Jane Ritchie, Mary Loo Shannon. Peggy Hughes, Philippa S.
Bchlobohn, Virginia Louise Smith
U)d Mable Burton
Alice Lee Barham and Marjorie
Nimmo were recently the guests
of Mrs. S. C. Sneed at her home
Ifl Blacksburg.
Among the girls from S. T. C.
Who visited their homes in Danville during the week-end of October L'l) were Doris Adkins, Dot
Adkins. Ruth Lee Purdom. Betty
IVI i man and Helen Wentz.
Maltha ■vans was recently the
I rue I of Ronnie Avery at her
home in Held.i oft
Hair Qoode spent the
past
week in Chapel Hill. North Caroline White there she attended
the Wake Fonsi mime on Friday
night and
the
Duke-Carolina
came on Baturday afternoon and
the dances at Chapel Hill that
night.
Among those from Farmville
who atti mini the it s. u. Convention In Memphis. Term
October -G - 31
were Caro yn
Boothe, Bvelyi c B ale Marion
Lee Harden, Olivia Stephenson.
Jean Bcott and Shirley Callahan have r< turned to school from
N Y c where they attended the
Aimv-Notre Dame game,

Richmond University
Danees Attract
Many S. T. C. Girls
The Milhiser gym was decorated
in red and blue crepe and cclophane streamers lor the openiny
dances held at the University o!
Richmond last week-end.
Little Joe Harts and his band.
presenting several novelty numbers in addition to his regular
numbers, furnished music for both
dances.
S. r. C. girls attending were
Mary Lou Shannon. Mary Jane
Ritchie, Mabel Burton, Sara K
;ee. Frankie Bryan, Mary CatherIne Zehmer, Martha Cotterel. and
Vcra Ebel.

M irtha anna Baldwin was recently th.
ii her parents
»l 'lien home "The Island" at
Catav ba
Virginia Carroll wa
of Nan Beward at her home m
P '' bu
the wcek-cnd"%
ot Octobei 29
Mae c Dlaa a and Jean E. McCorkell have returned to school
from New Jersey where they were
ta al the homes of then parent*,
Amoi
s from
Farmville
who visited in Lynchburg
this
■ nd were Prances U
LUCJ Staples, Helen Walts. Edna
Maj Rubj and. Rachel B, Burrougha.
Mam i Mi „i, Hardaway returned to school Sunday from her
home in Rurkeville where .lie W8J
the gui t ut le I parenta,
1
raldlne Hatcher, Helen Me*
Sara Cllne, Janelle Bhelor,
and Charlotte tllnton were among
•hoai
on s [ c win, ,,.
cently visited In Roanoke
ierta Lattura has returned
from Lexington where she attended thi i) r House party,
Elisabeth Rawllng, On Wilson
and Mai.
■ Bl their homes on the
Ml Shore dm in" the weekend of o, I
Bldni v Yonie .oui KTane]
ponl returned to school Oct 10
from short visits at their homes
In Salem.
Ruth Carney was a em | at
the home of her parents in Portsmouth during the week end ol

V. I. P. A.
continued trom Page i
of Blackstone was reelected executive secretary.
Washington D. C. was selected
as the meeting place for the
thirteenth annual convention of
the V. I. P. A.
It was announced at the meeting by Mr. Hudgins that awards
would not be made for iwo weeks
so that the judges would have
more time to decide the winners.
There were approximately two
hundred delegates at the convention from all the colleges in
Virginia.
Authority for this "don't you
believes it" item is Harvard University^ Dr. E. M. East, who after
a great deal of careful research
proclaims:
"We ordinary people
realize
that we are not geniuses, and we
invent a reason for not making
the grade that is soothing our
egos. Our nervous systems are
sound and healthy. We are mediocrites because we are well balanced and do things like other
people. All we need to make us
geniuses was an inherited or acquired mental taint, something
that would have made our actions
eccentric."

On Friday evening. November
4. at 8:30 Charles Francis Gounod's most famous opera, "Faust",
will be given at the Mosque Theatre. Richmond, Virginia.
Mr. Alfred Stride, professor of
Music, has arranged for several
members of the choir and choral
club to attend. In making these
cements. Mr. Strick provided for excellent transportation.
i ats. and accomodations at the
H iel Richmond for the girls.
Mr. Strick is sponsoring this
trip because he feels that it is
well worth while and of great musical value to the students.
Mrs. Hallie M. Laing will accompany the girls on the trip.
She was chosen by them and accepted
the responsibility
and
pleasure of chaperoning.
Those girls and members of the
fa-ulty and administration who
have already planned to go are
as follows: Frances Steed. Elizabeth Burke. Carolyn Gwathney.
Juanita Carson, Mildred Harry,
Macon Raine. Mary Frances Dix,
Eloise Williams. Mildred Callis.
Sally Dunlap, Viiginia Barksdale.
Virginia Richards,
Elsie Yates.
Daphine Wilkerson. Louise Wells.
Mary oLuise Cunningham. Marv
Jane Ritchie. Edna Strong. Flora
Jette Cranz. Jean Moyer. Marion
Worsham. Betty Shumate,
Mae
E. Saix. Ollie Graham Koonce.
Fiances Carroll. Charlotte Davis.
Aseita Altamore,
Louise Baggs,
Carrie Yates.
Agnes Jennings.
Ruby Henderson. Virginia Howell, Carolyn Louise Ford, BettyLee Dow'ning.
Annie Belle Crowder. Mrs. Carolyn Andrews. Aze Ridgeway. Sis
Sturgis.
Margaret
Holberton.
Jeannette
Ferguson,
Carolyn
Louise Ford,
Louise Watterson.
Elvira Ligon. Charlotte Minton.
Elizabeth Glasgow, Nell Payne,

Sororities Entertain
With Parties
For New Pledges
The Sigma Sigma Sigma sorority entertained their new girls at
a party last Wednesday night in
the chapter room. Pie a la mode
was served.
The guests of honor were Crews
Boiden, Jac Adams, and
Ann
Easley. Besides the active chapter Miss Pauline Camper wa;
present.
On Thursday. October 20. the
Mu Omega sorority was entertained by Miss Leola Wheeler at an
afternoon tea in her home.
Sunday evening, October 23.
Louise Bryan, Virginia Lee Taylor, and Eloise Williams also gave
a tea In the chapter room, and a
party was given for the new girls
Wednesday night.

Thirteen Girls
Accept Bids
To Sororities

EACO THEATRE
Mats 4 P. M— Nights 8 P. M.
Wid.-Thurs., Nov. 2-3

DEANNA DURBIN
MLYVYN DOUGLAS

"That Certain Age"

Thirteen girls accepted bids to
Also ' Busse Rhythm"
the seven educational sororities
Fri.-Sat., Nov. 4-5
on the S. T. C. campus last week.
John Payne, Margt. Lindsay
Th girls signed their bids WedJoe \' moi & Swing Cats
nesday, October 16 in the Y. W.
Jimmy Fiddler, John Davis
C. A. Council room.
"Garden of the Moon"
"You Leave Me Breathless"
Those Joining sororities are:
Sigma
Sigma
Sigma—Crews
Next Mon.-Tues., Nov. 7-8
Borden. Jacqueline Adams, Ann
RALPH BALLAMY
Easley.
Ann Shirley, Ann Grey
Alpha Sigma Alpha—Lucy Bas"GIRLS SCHOOL"
kerville. Norma Pamphn.
COIICEC Songs, Com. Sing
Gamma Theta—Mildred Perdue.
Pi Kappa Sigma—Virginia Jarman.
Mu Omega—Ruth Hill, Patsy
Fletcher.
Alpha
Sigma
Tau—Bernice
Copley.
College and Sorority Jewelry
Delta Theta Alpha—Josa Carlton,
Rosa
Courter,
Evelyn
TimMr. French entertained the
berlake.
317 MAIN ST.
FARMVILLE.
golfers of S. T. C. with an oyster
roast at Longwood last Wednesday night.
Roasted and raw oysters were
served with coffee, crackers and
Continued from Paae 1
pickles. The cabin was brilliantly
lighted and the guests spent the day night, and the other will be
MILL WORK
evening singing and eating.
held at Southern Seminary in
BUILDING MATERIALS
Those present were Mr. French, Buena Vista, Virginia.
Mr.
Graham,
Mr.
Creighton,
Louise Anthony. Dot Fischer, Jenny Carroll. Crews Borden. Liza
Wise. Virginia Whitehead Smith,
Virginia Polley, Selma West. Nancy Hopkins and Vera Ebel.

MARTIN, the Jeweler

French Entertains
Golfers With Picinic

S. I. P. A.

Farmville Mfg. Co

SALE OF 79c HOSE

Campus Traffic Sign: "See if
you can drive as slow as our students, without going into reverse."
Cora Lee Gilliam, aMry Sue Edmondson and Marian Heard.
Mr. Strick, Mrs. Laing, Miss
Nichols, Dr. Walmsley and Mr.
Graham.

Fine quality sheer chiffon HOSE, all the wanted
new Fall colors. Sizes 8 1-2 to 10 1-2.

49c"■
THE HUB DEPARTMENT STORE

. . . how fast that
says it for smokers... refreshing mildness ... better taste
... more pleasing aroma ...
everything you could ask for in
a cigarette

1 nun DOOI i \
I .-[null Highlight!
■;./ \ilunlay

«0aj A. II. C, Staffcai
BUsabeth Kent has returned to
school from Columbia where she
■ ■ the home of her
parents

Many Students
Plan to Attend
Opera in Richmond

'

Chesterfield
.. more pleasure
Jor millions

.i

